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Motivation 
See previous, HiPSCat talk

Large catalogs distributed in the cloud as Parquet

○ IRSA catalogs in the cloud:  https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/cloud_access/
- AllWISE Source Catalog
- NEOWISE-R Single-exposure Source Table

All-sky bulk data access for e.g cross-match

Using these catalogs should fit nicely into existing user workflows

Existing tools should “just work”  – e.g. Parquet tools and astropy 

Future options to return parquet with VOTable metadata from services
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VOTable as Parquet metadata

New astropy I/O formats:

○ ‘votable.parquet’
- New in astropy 6.0 (Nov 2023 release)
- VOTable with a separate parquet file for data, similar to FITS 

serialization
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VOTable as Parquet metadata

New astropy I/O formats:

○ ‘votable.parquet’
- New in astropy 6.0 (Nov 2023 release)
- VOTable with a separate parquet file for data, similar to FITS 

serialization
○ ‘parquet.votable’

- In PR for astropy 7.0 (https://github.com/astropy/astropy/pull/16375 )

- parquet file with VOTable metadata
- relies on parquet I/O libraries (PyArrow) 
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VOTable as Parquet metadata

New astropy I/O formats:

○ ‘votable.parquet’
- New in astropy 6.0 (Nov 2023 release)
- VOTable with a separate parquet file as binary

○ ‘parquet.votable’
- In PR for astropy 7.0 (https://github.com/astropy/astropy/pull/16375 )

- parquet file with VOTable metadata
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What are we still working on

Finalizing API

○ How to handle existing metadata

Collecting more user cases

○ astropy Table → parquet → astropy Table
○ VOTable → astropy Table → parquet
○ parquet → astropy Table → …
○ …
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Next steps

Community standardization of a Parquet-based data access

More applications to utilize understand VOTable as Parquet

 


